Emergency Bushfire Management

**Maintenance**
1. Gutters are cleaned annually by plumbers or as needed.
2. There are no spaces where material can accumulate under buildings.
3. Grounds are inspected quarterly as part of OHS workplace inspections and any hazards are removed.

**Flammable Materials**
1. The OHS chemical register notes the location of all flammable materials.
2. Flammable materials requiring special storage are kept in flammable liquid cupboards which are checked quarterly as part of OHS site inspections.

**Building Exits**
1. Exits are continuously used during the day and are kept clear of obstructions.

**Assembly Points**
1. These are located on the hockey field and the location of each group is indicated by signs. See emergency management plan.

**Emergency vehicles – access points**
1. From double gates in Fallon St.
2. From driveway from Dawson St between A and D blocks.
3. From double gates on south side of car park in Dawson St
4. From Harvey St on south side of site through basketball court.